Browns Re-sign Derek Anderson
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If you are a fan of inconsistent play at the quarterback position; along with plenty of controversy,
depth, touchdowns, big plays that use the whole field, interceptions, big game chokes,
frustrating halves and thrilling finishes, then right now you are a happy camper. Word is that the
Cleveland Browns have re-upped Derek Anderson. Final and official numbers aren't in publicly
in place yet, but the AP reports that they had been negotiating a 3 year, $20 million deal. We'll
be updating this story as new info comes to us.

If you are a fan of inconsistent play at the quarterback position; along with plenty
of controversy, depth, touchdowns, big plays that use the whole field,
interceptions, big game chokes, frustrating halves and thrilling finishes, then right
now you are a happy camper.
Word is that the Cleveland Browns have re-upped Derek Anderson . Final and
official numbers aren't in publicly in place yet, but
the AP reports
that they had been negotiating a 3 year, $20 million deal. I have one unconfirmed
report that $14 million is guaranteed, but still working on finding a confirmation
on-line.

The return of Derek Anderson raises many questions for Browns' fans:
- Will there be a competition this year between DA and Quinn for the starting

job?

- Can Romeo really run a competition and let the best, and not the most

experienced player, win?
- Does this open the door to trade DA and if so, is the bonus acceleration
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against the cap realistic? Or will Quinn be the guy to go?
- What will you do on the first day of the draft in April? Golf? Watch the Tribe?
Hang with the family? Watch it and drink anyway hoping Phil deals up back in
because you're a draft junkie?
Whatever it is, whatever your take, it looks like DA is back. Talk about your take
on the board.
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